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2020/21 Release
PROFILE ITTINT-F78 ( Dune ) mimics the curve of custom orb

PROFILE ITTINT-H78 (Summit) Art Deco with sharp peaks

PROFILE ITTINT-G78 (Ripple) mimics the tight curves of mini orb

PROFILE ITTINT-M78 (Strata 43) for a wider batten look we now
offer a 43mm batten with 35mm shadow line

PROFILE ITTINT-N78 (Furrow) with a more concave shape and

PROFILE ITTINT-O78 (Mesa) narrow beading with similar

narrower beads, Furrow is a variation on Riverine for something a little

shadow lines

different

Old Favorites

PROFILE ITTINT-A78 (Riverine)
Profile mimics the half round batten look.

PROFILE ITTINT- B78 (Cirque)
The concave grooves create regular shadows in good lighting

PROFILE ITTINT-C78

PROFILE ITTINT-D78

Showcase the timber grain and create wide shadow lines

Mimics battened walls -widths can be varied on request

PROFILE ITTINT- I78

PROFILE ITTINT- E78/E39
2 widths 39/ 78mm - combine with other profiles create new patterns

PROFILE ITTINT- K78

Effective patterns when alternating profile direction

PROFILE ITTINT- K78R05

The wide channel highlights the beauty in timbers like American Oak

Similar to the K profile but adding a 5mm shadow line for effect

PROFILE ITTINT- S78 (Shiplap)
PROFILE ITTINT- J78
Lay in a traditional pattern or mix with others for randomised effect
Alternating batten widths it can be mixed for a random effect

CORNER BEADS
ITT beading is designed to compliment the lining board range and allow some profiles to negotiate corners with a radius down to 400mm. For
details on how to wrap the lining boards around corners please refer to the ITT installation guide
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ITT beading is designed to compliment the lining board range and allow some profiles to negotiate corners with a radius down to 400mm. For details on
how to wrap the lining boards around corners please refer to the ITT installation guide

Lining board profiles have a 78mm cover. Curved walls with a radius >1.00m can usually be accommodated with the standard lining board. For
walls with a radius <1.0m you will require the bead profiles. Please refer to our installation guide for details or contact us for assistance.
The profiles on this guide can be produced in most timber species – subject to availability.
For more information please contact us at: info@ittaust.com

Ph. 0480 287 492
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